
 
KENT COUNTY CHAMPIONSHIPS 19  JANUARY  2019 HELD AT LONDON AQUATICS 

Session 2 
Day one of the Kent County Championships aaw Lily Durnford  finish in  16th place in the 15 
yrs girls 50 bk.,  
After a a quick vomit in the call room Max Beavington rose to the occasion and took a nice 8 
tenths pb in the boys 12 yrs 50 fly,  Josh Baar skimmed of nearly a second in the boys 15 yrs 
50 fly.  
Ed Dickinson swam well in the 17 yrs and over  50 bk just off pb, Brandon was last to swim in 
the  16 yrs 50 fly making the final in 2nd place and 7tenths pb.  
Finals session 2  
Brandon backed up well in the final consolidating his second place winning a silver and 
shaving off another 6 tenths in the final for a 2.4 second pb  
 
Session 3  
Max returned in session 3  for the 12 yrs 50 brst making first reserve  Sam Dickinson just off 
his pb, Josh Baar shaved half a second of his 50 brst pb to come in 16th in the 15 yrs age 
group, Ed Dickinson took a big  1.6 seconds off his 50 brst pb in the 17 yrs  and over age 
group to progress in to the final.  
Last to swim again was Brandon easing in to the final in joint 1st place and  a 3 tenth pb  
The girls 50 free was the last heat of the day Genny Hunter produced a spectacular 50 free 
taking 1.4 secs of her pb and securing a Scottish record, Lily D was just outside her pb in the 
15 yrs age group as was Tilda in the 17 yrs and over.  
Last up was Callie Ann making the final in premier place.  
 
Finals session 3  
So 3 BSS swimmers  made finals in the last session 1st up was Brandon just missing out on 
Gold but winning Silver in the final of the boys 16yrs 50 brst shaving a bit more off his pb 
and now ranked 22 in GB. 
Ed swam well considering being off ill for a few weeks over Xmas taking a point for the club 
finishing in 8th in the 17 yrs and over age group. 
 
Last to swim was Callie Ann in the 17 yrs and over age group going faster in the final and 
winning Gold  
Well done all a solid days racing and possibly the best start to a County championship in 
many year.s  
BSS 9TH in the medal table with 1 gold and 2 silvers 8 pbs , 4 finals  
BSS 12TH place in the points table after day 1 
 
Pete 
 


